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(57) [Abstract]

[Problem] To especially provide a method of fabricating a

nitride semiconductor element that enables separation of

nitride semiconductor elements formed on a substrate with

5 high yield, which is related to a method of fabricating a

light-emitting diode or a laser diode capable of emitting

ultraviolet to orange light in addition to a group Ill-v

semiconductor element that can be driven even at high

temperatures

.

10 [Means for solving the problem] A method of fabricating a

nitride semiconductor element (110) that splits a

semiconductor wafer (100) having a nitride semiconductor

(102) formed on a substrate (101) into nitride

semiconductor elements (110), comprising, in particular,

15 a step of radiating a laser beam, through the semiconductor

wafer (100) from the side of a first main surface (111)

and/or a second main surface (121) of the semiconductor

wafer (100) that comprises the first and second main

surfaces, to form a scribe line (103) at a focal point

formed at least on the side of the second main surface (121)

of the substrate (101) and/or the side of the first main

surface (111) of the substrate (101) , and a step of

separating the semiconductor wafer along the scribe line.

[Claims]

[Claim 1] A method of fabricating a nitride semiconductor

element (110) that splits a semiconductor wafer (100)

20
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having a nitride semiconductor (102) formed on a substrate

(101) into nitride semiconductor elements (110)

,

characterized by comprising a step of radiating a laser

beam, through the semiconductor wafer (100) from the side

of a first main surface (111) and/or a second main surface

(121) of the semiconductor wafer (100) that comprises the

first and second main surfaces, to form a scribe line (103)

at a focal point formed at least on the side of the second

main surface (121) of the substrate (101) and/or the side

of the first main surface (111) of the substrate (101) , and

a step of separating the semiconductor wafer along the

scribe line.

[Claim 2] The nitride semiconductor element fabrication

method according to claim 1 , wherein the first main surface

(111) is a nitride-semiconductor-deposition-layer side of

the semiconductor wafer (100) having the nitride

semiconductor (102) formed on only one side of the

substrate (101) , and the second main surface (121) is a

substrate-exposure-surface side that lies opposite the

first main surface (111) via the semiconductor wafer (100).

[Claim 3] The nitride semiconductor element fabrication

method according to claim 1, wherein the scribe line is a

recess (103) formed in the substrate exposure surface.

[Claim 4] The nitride semiconductor element fabrication

method according to claim 1, wherein the scribe line is an

affected layer (206) formed within the substrate.



[Claim 5] The nitride semiconductor element fabrication

method according to claim 1, comprising a step of forming

a groove section (104) substantially parallel with the

scribe line by means of at least one device selected from

a diamond scriber, a dicer, and a laser beam machine in the

side of the first main surface (111) and/or the side of the

second main surface (121) of the semiconductor wafer (100)

irradiated with a laser beam.

[Claim 6] A nitride semiconductor element fabrication

method that splits a semiconductor wafer (100) having a

nitride semiconductor (102) formed on only one side of a

substrate (101) into nitride semiconductor elements (110),

characterized by comprising a step of radiating a laser

beam, from the side of a first main surface (111) formed

with the nitride semiconductor (102) of the semiconductor

wafer (100) that comprises the first and second main

surfaces, to form a scribe line (103) in the side of the

second main surface (121) , a step of forming, from the side

of the first main surface (111) , a groove section (104)

,

that is substantially parallel with the scribe line (103)

and reaches the surface of the substrate (101) , and a step

of separating the semiconductor wafer (100) along the

scribe line (103)

.

[Claim 7] The nitride semiconductor element fabrication

method according to claim 6, wherein the groove section

(204) is formed in the surface on the side of the first main
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surface (211), at which the substrate is exposed
beforehand.

[Claim 8] A nitride semiconductor element fabrication
method that splits a semiconductor wafer (300) having a
nitride semiconductor (302) formed on only one side of a

substrate (301) into nitride semiconductor elements (310),

characterized by comprising a step of radiating a laser
beam, from the side of a second main surface (321) that lies
opposite a first main surface (311) formed with the nitride
semiconductor (302) of the semiconductor wafer (300) that
comprises the first and second main surfaces, to form a
scribe line (308) in the side of the first main surface
(311) of the substrate (301) , a step of forming, from the
side of the second main surface (321) , a groove section
(309) that does not reach the nitride semiconductor (302)

substantially in parallel with the scribe line (308) , and
a step of separating the semiconductor wafer (300) along
the scribe line (308)

.

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

20 [0001]

[Technical Field to which the Invention belongs]

The present invention relates to a method of
fabricating a light-emitting diode or a laser diode capable
of emitting ultraviolet to orange light in addition to a

group in-v semiconductor element that can be driven even
at high temperatures, and, more particularly, relates to

15
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a method of fabricating a nitride semiconductor element

formed on a substrate.

[0002]

[Prior Art]

Nowadays, semiconductor elements that utilize

nitride semiconductors with a high-energy bandgap

(InxGayAlx-x-yN, O^X, O^Y, X+Y^l) are being developed. As

examples of devices using nitride semiconductors,

light-emitting diodes capable of emitting blue, green and

ultraviolet light respectively, and semiconductor lasers

capable of emitting blue-violet light, have been reported.

Further, a variety of semiconductor elements that are of

high mechanical strength and can be driven stably even at

high temperatures, and so forth, may be cited.

15 [0003] Normally, a semiconductor wafer laminated with

semiconductor materials such as GaAs , GaP, and InGaAlAs is

broken into chip shapes and used as semiconductor elements

such as LED chips capable of emitting red, orange and yellow

light, and so forth. Methods for breaking semiconductor

wafer into chip shapes involve usage of a dicer, diamond

scriber, and so forth. A dicer is a device that either fully

cuts the wafer by means of the rotational movement of a disc

with a diamond-edged blade, or scores a groove (half cut)

wider than the width of the blade edge and then performs

cutting by means of an external force. On the other hand,

a diamond scriber is a device that draws extremely narrow

20
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lines (scribe lines) in the form of cross cuts, for example,

in the semiconductor wafer by means of a needle that is

likewise diamond-tipped, or the like, and then performs

cutting by means of an external force. Crystals with a zinc

blende structure such as GaP, GaAs , and so forth, are

cleaved in a ' 110 • direction . Hence, this property can be

used to separate a semiconductor wafer of GaAs , GaAlAs, GaP,

or the like, into the desired shape relatively easily.

[0004] However, unlike a semiconductor element of GaAsP,

GaP, InGaAlAs , or the like, which is formed on a

semiconductor substrate of GaP, GaAlAs or GaAs, in the case

of a semiconductor element employing a nitride

semiconductor, it is difficult to form a single crystal.

In order to obtain a single crystal film of a nitride

semiconductor of good crystallinity
, formation on a

sapphire or spinel substrate takes place via a buffer layer

by using MOCVD, HDVPE, or the like. A semiconductor element

such as an LED chip must be formed by cutting and separating

a nitride semiconductor layer formed on a sapphire

substrate or similar to the desired size.

[0005] A nitride semiconductor that is deposited on

sapphire, spinel, or the like, has a heteroepitaxial

structure. The nitride semiconductor has a very irregular

lattice constant in comparison with a sapphire substrate

25 or similar. Further, the sapphire substrate has a

single-crystal structure such as a hexagonal crystal

15
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structure and because of this property, possesses no
cleavage property. m addition, both the sapphire and
nitride semiconductor are extremely hard substances with
a Mohs hardness of about 9

.

[0006] Therefore, cutting by means of a diamond scriber is
difficult. Further, when a full cut is made by means of
a dicer, cracks and chipping readily occur in the cut
surfaces and hence a clean cut is not possible. In addition,
depending on the case, partial detachment of the nitride
semiconductor layer from the substrate sometimes occurs

.

[0007] if the semiconductor wafer can be separated
accurately into chip shapes without damaging the
crystallinity of the nitride semiconductor, the electrical
characteristics and efficiency of the semiconductor
element can also be improved. Moreover, the productivity
can be improved because a multiplicity of semiconductor
chips can be obtained from a single semiconductor wafer.
[0008] For this reason, the nitride semiconductor wafer
undergoes division to form each desired chip by combining
a diamond scriber and dicer, or similar. a method of
performing this division into chips is described in
Japanese Patent Application Laid Open No. H8-274371 and so
forth. As a specific example, a method of fabricating a
nitride semiconductor element is shown in Figs. 5(A) to
5(D). A semiconductor wafer (500) having a nitride
semiconductor (502) formed on a sapphire substrate (501)

8



is shown in Fig. 5 (A) . A step of forming a groove section

(509) by means of a dicer (not shown) from the lower side

of the sapphire substrate to a depth that does not reach

the nitride semiconductor layer is shown in Fig. 5(B) . A

step of forming scribe lines (507) in groove sections (509)

is shown in Fig. 5(C). A step of separating the

semiconductor wafer (500) into chip-shaped semiconductor

elements (510) after the scribing step is shown in Fig. 5 (D) .

I "t is thus possible to achieve relatively clean cuts

without cracks and chipping occurring in the cut surfaces .

[0009]

[Problems which the Invention is intended to solve]

However, when scribe lines and so forth are formed in

only one surface of the semiconductor wafer, there is a

tendency for cracks and chipping to occur readily in the

other cut surface during division. Although the shape of

one surface of the separated nitride semiconductor

elements can be made uniform, variations arise in the shape

of the other surface of the nitride semiconductor elements,

and therefore cracks and chipping readily occur in the

semiconductor wafer. Therefore, when the semiconductor

wafer is separated, there is the problem that it is

extremely difficult to perform cutting while rendering the

shape of the nitride semiconductor elements completely

uniform by controlling the splitting from the side of the

semiconductor wafer where scribe lines are formed to the
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side where no scribe lines are formed.

[0010] on the other hand, the splitting of the nitride
semiconductor water can be controlled by forming scribe
lines in both sides of the semiconductor wafer. However,
in the formation of scribe lines in the two main surfaces
of the nitride semiconductor wafer, a step in which the
semiconductor wafer is turned over and re-secured while
preventing the adhesion of dirt to the semiconductor wafer,
and so forth, is required and hence mass-producibility is
very poor. Moreover, because a semiconductor wafer having
a nitride semiconductor formed on a sapphire substrate is
very hard, there are frequent cases of wear and
deterioration of the blade edge of the cutter of the diamond
scriber, which generates fabrication costs arising from
variations in the processing accuracy, and from exchanging
the blade edge, m addition, when scribe lines are formed
by means of a diamond scriber, the weighting of the diamond
scriber must be changed in accordance with the wear of the
blade edge. Further, in order to form scribe lines by means
of a diamond scriber, the diamond blade edge must make
contact at the appropriate angle in each case, which means
there is the problem that mass-producibility is very poor.
[0011] Nowadays, at a time when the accurate formation of
smaller nitride semiconductor elements with favorable
mass-producibility is desirable, the abovementioned
cutting methods are unsatisfactory and there is a demand

10



for superior methods for fabricating nitride semiconductor
elements

.

[0012] More particularly, if the semiconductor wafer can
be separated correctly into chip shapes without damaging

5 the crystallinity of the nitride semiconductor, the
electrical characteristics, efficiency, and so forth, of
the semiconductor element can be improved. Moreover,
productivity is also improved because a multiplicity of
nitride semiconductor elements can be obtained from a

10 single wafer.

[0013] Therefore, the present invention further reduces
the generation of creeks and chipping in the cut surfaces
"hen a nitride semiconductor wafer is separated into chip
shapes. Further, it is an object o, the present invention

15 to provide a fabrication method that forms , with favorabie
mass-producibility, nitride semiconductor elements that
are separated into the desired size and shape with a high
yield without damaging the crystallinity of the nitride
semiconductor

.

20 [0014]

[Means for Resolving the Problem]

The present invention is a method of fabricating a
nitride semiconductor element (110) that splits a
semiconductor wafer (100) having a nitride semiconductor

25 (102) formed on a substrate (101) into nitride
semiconductor elements (110, . More particularly, the
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nitride semiconductor fabrication method comprises a step
of radiating a laser beam, through the semiconductor wafer
(100) from the side of a first main surface (111, and/or
a second main surface (121) of the semiconductor wafer
(100) that comprises the first and second main surfaces,
to form a scribe line (103) at a focal point formed at least
on the side of the second main surface (121) of the
substrate (101) and/or the side of the first main surface
(111) of the substrate (101) , and a step of separating the
semiconductor wafer along the scribe line.

[0015] In the nitride semiconductor element fabrication
method according to claim 2 of the present invention, the
first main surface (111) is the

nitride-semiconductor-deposition-layer side of the
semiconductor wafer (100) having the nitride semiconductor
(102) formed on only one side on the substrate (101) , and
the second main surface (121) is a

substrate-exposure-surface side that lies opposite the
first main surface (111) via the semiconductor wafer (100) .

[0016] in the nitride semiconductor element fabrication
method according to claim 3 of the present invention, the
scribe line is a recess (103) formed in the substrate
exposure surface.

[0017] m the nitride semiconductor element fabrication
method according to claim 4 of the present invention,
scribe lines are an affected layer (206) formed within the

12



substrate

.

[0018] The nitride semiconductor element fabrication

method according to claim 5 of the present invention

comprises a step of forming a groove section (104)

substantially parallel with the scribe line by means of at

least one device selected from a diamond scriber, a dicer,

and a laser beam machine in the side of the first main

surface (111) and/or the side of the second main surface

(121) of the semiconductor wafer (100) irradiated with a

laser beam.

[0019] The nitride semiconductor element fabrication

method according to claim 6 of the present invention is a

nitride semiconductor element fabrication method that

splits a semiconductor wafer (100) having a nitride

semiconductor (102) formed on only one side of a substrate

(101) into nitride semiconductor elements (110)

,

comprising a step of radiating a laser beam, from the side

of a first main surface (111) formed with the nitride

semiconductor (102) of the semiconductor wafer (100) that

comprises the first and second main surfaces, to form a

scribe line (103) in the side of the second main surface

(121) , a step of forming, from the side of the first main

surface (111) , a groove section (104) , that is

substantially parallel with the scribe line (103) and

reaches the surface of the substrate (101) , and a step of

separating the semiconductor wafer (100) along the scribe



line (103) .

[0020] In the nitride semiconductor element fabrication

method according to claim 7 of the present invention, the

groove section (204) is formed in the surface on the side

of the first main surface (211) , at which the substrate is

exposed beforehand.

[0021] The nitride semiconductor element fabrication

method according to claim 8 of the present invention is a

nitride semiconductor element fabrication method that

splits a semiconductor wafer (300) having a nitride

semiconductor (302) formed on only one side of a substrate

(301) into nitride semiconductor elements (310)

,

comprising a step of radiating a laser beam, from the side

of a second main surface (321) that lies opposite a first

main surface (311) formed with the nitride semiconductor

(302) of the semiconductor wafer (300) that comprises the

first and second main surfaces, to form a scribe line (308)

in the side of the first main surface (311) of the substrate

(301) , a step of forming, from the side of the second main

surface (321) , a groove section (309) that does not reach

the nitride semiconductor (302) substantially in parallel

with the scribe line (308) , and a step of separating the

semiconductor wafer (300) along the scribe line (308) .

[Embodiments of the Invention]

As a result of a variety of experiments, the present

inventors arrived at the present invention by discovering

14



that, when a nitride semiconductor element is fabricated,

it is possible to fabricate a nitride semiconductor element

with superior mass-producibility without damaging the

semiconductor characteristics by radiating a laser beam

from a specified direction onto a specified location on the

semiconductor wafer

.

[0022] That is, according to the method of the present

invention, scribe lines, which form a guide for the

division into nitride semiconductor elements, can be

formed at optional points other than on the laser radiation

side by transmitting [a laser beam] through the nitride

semiconductor wafer without damaging the nitride

semiconductor layer. More particularly, both sides of the

semiconductor wafer can be processed relatively simply

without subjecting the nitride semiconductor element to

adverse effects from the same side. The fabrication method

of the present invention will be described in detail

hereinbelow.

[0023] For the semiconductor wafer, a nitride

semiconductor layer with an LD (laser diode) constitution

is formed on a spinel substrate. More specifically,

laminated on the spinel substrate are a GaN buffer layer,

an n-type GaN contact layer, an n-type AlGaN cladding layer,

an n-type GaN light guide layer, an InGaN active layer,

which is a multiquantum well structure doped with Si and

in which the In composition is changed, a p-type AlGaN
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capping layer, a p-type GaN light guide layer, a p-type

AlGaN cladding layer and p-type GaN contact layer. A C02

laser beam is radiated from the spinel substrate of the

semiconductor wafer to form an affected layer as scribe

lines at the interface between the nitride semiconductor

layer and the spinel substrate. Grooves are then formed

in the spinel substrate by means of a dicer, substantially

in parallel with the scribe lines . Nitride semiconductor

elements are formed by applying pressure along the grooves

by means of a roller. All the edges of the nitride

semiconductor elements thus separated are formed cleanly.

The apparatus and so forth used in the process of the

present invention will be described in detail hereinbelow.

[0024] (Nitride semiconductor wafers 100, 200, 300, 400)

15 The nitride semiconductor wafers 100, 200, 300, 400 have

a nitride semiconductor 102 formed on a substrate 101. For

the substrate 101 of the nitride semiconductor 102, a

variety of single crystals of sapphire, spinel, silicon

carbide, zinc oxide, gallium nitride, and so forth, may be

cited. However, in order to form a nitride semiconductor

layer of favorable crystallinity with good

mass-producibility, a sapphire substrate or spinel

substrate, or the like, is suitably used. The present

invention works especially effectively because the

sapphire substrate or similar has no cleavage property and

is extremely hard
. The nitride semiconductor may be formed

20
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on one side of the substrate or on both sides thereof.

[0025] The nitride semiconductor ( InxGayAli-x-yN, O^X, O^Y,

X+Y^l) can be formed in a variety of ways by means of MOCVD,

HVPE, and so forth. The nitride semiconductor can be used

as a semiconductor element by forming a PN junction, PIN

junction, or MIS junction in the nitride semiconductor. A

variety of junctions such as a homo junction, hetero

junction, and double hetero junction can also be selected

for the structure of the semiconductor. Furthermore, the

semiconductor layer can also be a single quantum well

structure or a multiquantum well structure rendered as a

thin film permitting the generation of the quantum effect.

[002 6] The nitride semiconductor has a relatively large

bandgap and is thermally resistant. Therefore, the nitride

semiconductor can be utilized as a variety of semiconductor

elements such as light-emitting elements including a

light-emitting diode that is capable of emitting light from

ultraviolet to red, and a short-wavelength laser that can

be used for a DVD or the like, as light-receiving elements

such as a light sensor, or a solar cell with a relatively

high electromotive force, or as heat-resistant

transistors

.

[0027] Although a variety of substrate thicknesses can be

selected depending on the processing accuracy and output

of the laser beam machine, when a large groove (deep groove)

is formed by the laser beam, the groove sections and so



forth formed by the laser processing are preferably not

formed too large from the point of view of the time taken

in comparison with [processing by means of] a diamond

scriber or dicer and the partial destruction caused by

heating over a long period and so forth. Therefore, with

mass-producibility in mind, in addition to forming the

groove sections 104 in the semiconductor wafer by means of

a laser, a variety of processes performed by a dicer,

diamond scriber, and so forth, can be selected.

Alternatively, formation can be implemented by means of a

combination of such processes.

[002 8] When a sapphire substrate laminated with a nitride

semiconductor is separated, the thickness of the thinnest

division section of the nitride semiconductor wafer is

preferably 100 „m or less in order to achieve cutting of

the cut edges with favorable mass-producibility. When the

thickness is 100 „m or less, chipping, cracks, and so forth

are small and division can be performed relatively easily.

Although there is no particular lower-limit value for the

substrate thickness, when the substrate is quite thin, the

semiconductor wafer itself splits readily and

mass-producibility is poor. The thickness is therefore

preferably 30 „m or more. Further, in cases where the

nitride semiconductor layer contains a thin film with a

single quantum well structure, multiquantum well structure,

or similar, the nitride semiconductor layer, which is

18



irradiated with a laser beam beforehand with the object of

preventing damage to the semiconductor junction and

semiconductor layer caused by laser radiation, can also be

removed in advance by etching or the like. Various dry

etching or wet etching processes can be used for the

etching.

[0029] In the case of a nitride semiconductor wafer for a

light-emitting diode, the substrate normally has a

thickness from 300 „m to 500 „m, and a nitride semiconductor

layer with a pn junction has a thickness of several „m to

several tens of „m. Hence, most of the semiconductor wafer

is taken up by the thickness of the substrate. The

thickness of the substrate can be made thinner by polishing

in order to simplify the laser processing. This polishing

may be used to thin the semiconductor wafer after the

nitride semiconductor has been formed or the nitride

semiconductor can be formed on a substrate that has been

polished thin.

[0030] Further, it is thought that the nitride

semiconductor wafer irradiated with the laser beam becomes

the recesses 103, 403 or the affected layer 206, 308, which

is an assembly of microscopic microcracks, along which the

focal-point radiation portion selectively flies . Further,

with the total film thickness of the semiconductor wafer

to be processed and separated serving as a reference,

•first main surface side' and ' second main surface side 1
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refer to optional positions oriented toward the first main

surface or second main surface from half the total film

thickness. Therefore, this may be on the surface of the

semiconductor wafer or within the semiconductor wafer. In

addition, the present invention may laser-process the

center of the total film thickness of the semiconductor

wafer in addition to laser-processing the first main

surface side and/or second main surface side.

[0031] (Laser beam machine) The laser beam machine employed

by the present invention may be one that is capable of

forming grooves permitting division of the nitride

semiconductor wafer, an affected layer, and so forth. More

specifically, a C02 laser, YAG laser, excimer laser, and

so forth, is suitably used.

[0032] The laser beam radiated by the laser beam machine
is one that permits a variety of adjustments to the focal

point as desired by means of a lens optical system or

similar. Therefore, grooves, affected layers, and so forth,

can be formed, without damaging the nitride semiconductor,

at an optional focal point on the semiconductor wafer by

means of laser radiation from the same direction. Further,

the laser radiation surface can also be adjusted to the

desired shape such as a perfect circle shape, an elliptical

shape, or a rectangular shape by allowing [the laser beam]

passage through a filter, and so forth.

[0033] For the formation of scribe lines by means of a laser

20



beam machine, the laser radiation device itself may be
moved. Alternatively, the scribe lines can be formed by
scanning the radiated laser beam alone by means of a mirror
or the like. In addition, desired scribe lines can also
be formed by driving a stage that holds the semiconductor
wafer in a variety of ways such as up and down, from side
to side or through 90 degrees. It is understood that,
although this is described in detail in the embodiments of
the present invention hereinbelow, the present invention
is not limited to or by these embodiments alone.

[0034]

[Embodiment] (First Embodiment) A nitride semiconductor
wafer is formed by laminating a nitride semiconductor by
using MOCVD onto a substrate of washed sapphire with a
thickness of 200 ... The nitride semiconductor is
deposited as a multilayered film capable of serving as a

light-emitting element following the splitting of the
substrate. First, a buffer layer with a thickness of about
200 angstroms is formed by allowing NH3 (ammonia) gas and
TMG (trimethyl gallium) gas, which are the source gases,
and hydrogen gas, which is the carrier gas, to flow at
510°C.

[0035] Next, after halting the introduction of TMG gas, the
temperature of the reactor is set at 1050

-

C and a GaN layer
with a working thickness of approximately 4 „m is formed
as an n-type contact layer by allowing NH3 (ammonia, gas,

21



TMG gas, SiH 4 (silane) gas, which is the dopant gas, and

hydrogen gas, which is the carrier gas to flow once again.

[0036] For the active layer, once, with the carrier gas

alone, the temperature of the reactor has been held at 800 °C,

an undoped InGaN layer approximately 3 nm thick is

deposited by allowing NH3 (ammonia) gas, TMG gas, and TMI

(trimethyl indium), which are the source gases, and

hydrogen gas, which is the carrier gas, to flow.

[0037] In order to form the cladding layer on the active

layer
, the introduction of source gases is halted and the

temperature of the reactor is held at 1050 °C, whereupon a

GaAIN layer that is approximately 0 . 1 „m thick is formed

as a p-type cladding layer by allowing NH3 (ammonia) gas,

TMA (trimethyl aluminum) gas, and TMG gas, which are the

source gases, Cp2Mg (cyclopentadienylmagnesium) gas,

which is the dopant gas, and hydrogen gas, which is the

carrier gas, to flow.

[0038] Finally, the temperature of the reactor is held at

1050 °C, and a GaN layer that is approximately 0 . 5 „m thick

is formed as a p-type contact layer by allowing NH3

(ammonia) gas, TMG gas, which are the source gases, Cp2Mg

gas, which is the dopant gas, and hydrogen gas, which is

the carrier gas, to flow (Fig. 1 (A) ) . (The p-type nitride

semiconductor layer is annealed at 400 °C or more)

.

The semiconductor wafer 100 thus formed is secured

atop a table that is freely drivable in vertical and lateral

22



planar directions such that the formed nitride

semiconductor 102 lies at the top. A laser beam (of

wavelength 356 nm) is radiated from the side of the nitride

semiconductor 102 formed on the sapphire substrate 101, the

laser optical system being adjusted so that the focal point

is substantially on the bottom surface of the sapphire

substrate 101. By moving the stage while radiating the

adjusted laser beam at 16 J/cm2
, scribe lines 103 that are

approximately 4 „m deep are formed vertically and

horizontally in the bottom surface of the sapphire

substrate 101. When viewed from the main surface of the

nitride semiconductor wafer 100, the scribe lines 103 thus

formed are formed to establish a size of approximately 350

urn squared for the nitride semiconductor elements 110 to

be formed subsequently (Fig. 1(B)).

[0039] Next, groove sections 104, which extend from the

upper surface of the nitride semiconductor 102 to the

sapphire substrate 101, are formed in the semiconductor

wafer 100 means of a dicer with the nitride semiconductor

wafer still secured after substituting only the laser

radiation portion of the laser beam machine for a dicing

saw. The groove sections 104 formed by the dicer are formed

in parallel with the scribe lines 103 formed by means of

laser radiation, via the semiconductor wafer 100, such that

the gap between the bottom surface of the groove section

104 and the bottom surface of the side of the sapphire
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substrate 101 is then substantially uniform at 100 „m (Fig.

KC) ) .

[0040] A nitride semiconductor wafer can be cut and

separated by allowing a load provided by a roller (not

shown) to act along the scribe lines 103. A nitride

semiconductor element 110 in which no chipping or cracks

are present on any of the cut edges can thus be formed (Fig.

KD) ) .

[0041] in the first embodiment, the scribe lines 103 are

formed by means of a laser beam that is focused on the bottom

surface of the sapphire substrate 101, which is the

rear-surface side of the semiconductor wafer 100, and

transmitted via the nitride semiconductor 102 and the

sapphire substrate 101 rather than being focused on the

15 surface side of the semiconductor wafer 100 where the

nitride semiconductor 102 irradiated with the laser beam

is formed.

[0042] By forming the groove sections 104, which extend

from the main surface side (laser radiation side) of the

20 semiconductor wafer 100 formed with the nitride

semiconductor 102 to the sapphire substrate 101 or similar,

the nitride semiconductor element 110 can be separated

along the scribe lines 104 easily and accurately.

[0043] Further, because the scribe lines 103 are formed by

25 means of a laser beam, costs arising from variations in the

processing accuracy owing to wear and deterioration of a
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cutter and from exchanging the blade edge, as in the case

of a diamond scriber, can be reduced. Further, results

similar to those achieved by processing from both sides of

the semiconductor wafer are obtained by processing from

only one side of the semiconductor wafer and a nitride

semiconductor element 110 whose upper and rear surfaces

both have a uniform shape can be fabricated, the

fabrication yield is raised and shape variations can be

reduced, and, especially, to the same extent, substitution

can be reduced and the number of semiconductor elements

yielded can be raised. In addition, because scribe lines

110 are formed in the surface of the sapphire substrate 101,

scribe lines can be formed without processing waste

produced by a laser beam adhering to the top of the nitride

semiconductor 102

.

[0044] (Second Embodiment) A semiconductor wafer, on which

a plurality of island-shaped nitride semiconductor layers

205 is formed by etching a semiconductor wafer formed as

per the first embodiment until the surface of the boundary

with the sapphire substrate formed with groove sections is

exposed from the side of the nitride semiconductor surface

by means of RIE (Reactive Ion Etching) , is used. Further,

a mask for exposure of pn semiconductors during etching is

formed and removed after the etching process. Further,

electrodes 220 are formed on the pn semiconductor layers

by sputtering (Fig. 2(A)).
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[0045] The semiconductor wafer 200 is fixedly placed on a

laser beam machine as per the first embodiment. So too in

the second embodiment, the laser beam from the laser beam
machine is radiated from the side of the nitride

semiconductor 205 of the nitride semiconductor wafer and
the laser optical system is adjusted so that the focal point
is within a sapphire substrate 201 which is 20 „m from the
bottom surface of the sapphire substrate. Scribe lines for
the affected layer 206 are formed (Fig. 2(B)) within the
substrate close to the bottom surface of the sapphire
substrate by moving the stage while radiating the adjusted
laser beam at 16 J/cm2

.

[0046] Next, the laser optical system (not shown) is

readjusted so that the focal point is then on the upper
15 surface (formation surface side of the nitride

semiconductor) of the sapphire substrate 201 exposed by
means of etching. By moving the stage while radiating the
adjusted laser beam, grooves that reach the sapphire
substrate are formed in the semiconductor wafer from the
upper surface of the nitride-semiconductor-layer side
thereof. The grooves 204 thus formed are formed
substantially in parallel with the affected layer 206 via
the sapphire substrate 201. Further, the grooves 204 in
the sapphire substrate 201 formed by means of laser
radiation are adjusted so that the gap between the bottom
surface of the groove and the bottom surface of the sapphire

20
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substrate is substantially uniform at approximately 100 „m.

In addition, the laser optical system is re-adjusted so

that the focal point is then on the bottom surface of the

groove provided in the sapphire substrate 201. Scribe

5 lines 207 with a depth of approximately 3 „m are formed (Fig.

2 (C) ) in the bottom surface of the grooves 204 provided in

the exposure surface of the sapphire substrate formed with

the nitride semiconductor by moving the stage while

radiating the adjusted laser beam at 14 J/cm2
.

10 [0047] Next, by allowing a load provided by a roller to act

along the grooves (scribe lines) , the semiconductor wafer

is cut and LED chips 210 are separated (Fig. 2(D)).

[0048] When the LED chips thus formed are supplied with

electrical power, all the LED chips are capable of emitting

light and barely any chipping was produced in the cut edges

of the LED chips. The yield was 98% or more.

[0049] In the second embodiment, by forming scribe lines

in both the surface and rear surface of the substrate by

means of a laser beam from the side of one surface of the

semiconductor wafer, the nitride semiconductor element can

be easily separated along scribe lines even in the case of

a thick nitride semiconductor wafer. Further, because the

sections formed with grooves are etched as far as the

sapphire substrate, the damage to the nitride

semiconductor resulting from the groove formation is

further reduced, meaning that the reliability of the

15

20
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nitride semiconductor element following division can be
improved. More particularly, when scribe lines are formed,
the semiconductor wafer is secured after the focal point
of the laser is within the sapphire substrate. Processing
can thus be implemented without damaging the table or
adhesive sheet. Further, the generation of processing
waste resulting from laser radiation does not take place.
Thus, nitride semiconductor elements can be formed with
favorable mass-producibility as per the present invention
even when all the grooves are formed by means of a dicer
rather than by laser processing.

[0050] Grooves and scribe lines can be processed by means
of a laser beam without making contact with the nitride
semiconductor wafer. For this reason, costs arising from
variations in processing accuracy due to wear and
deterioration of the blade and cutter and from exchanging
the blade edge can be reduced. Further, results similar
to those achieved by processing from both sides of the
semiconductor wafer are obtained by processing from only
one side of the semiconductor wafer and a semiconductor
chip with a uniform shape can be fabricated. The
fabrication yield can be raised and shape variations can
be reduced, and, to the same extent, substitution can be
reduced and the number of semiconductor elements yielded
from the nitride semiconductor wafer can be raised.

[0051] In addition, narrower grooves can be formed by also
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forming grooves from the surface of the semiconductor layer
by means of a laser beam. Hence, the number of chips yielded
from the nitride semiconductor wafer can be raised still
further.

[0052] (Third Embodiment) A semiconductor wafer 300 formed
similarly to the first embodiment is provided with a mirror
finish by polishing a sapphire substrate 301 beforehand to

80 „m. This semiconductor wafer is fixedly placed on the
stage of the laser beam machine (Fig. 3 (A) ) as per the first
embodiment, with the surface of the sapphire substrate 301,
on which a nitride semiconductor 302 is not laminated, at
the top.

[0053] In the third embodiment, a laser beam from a laser
beam machine (not shown) is radiated from the side of the
sapphire substrate 301 (substrate-exposure-surface side)

not formed with the nitride semiconductor 302 of the
nitride semiconductor wafer 300, the laser optical system
being adjusted so that the focal point is at the interface
between the nitride semiconductor 302 and sapphire
substrate 301. Scribe lines for the affected layer 308 are
formed as first scribe lines vertically and horizontally
(Fig- 3(B)) close to the interface between the nitride
semiconductor 302 and the sapphire substrate 301 that
contacts the nitride semiconductor by radiating a laser
beam while driving the stage.

[0054] Next, groove sections 309, which extend from the
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bottom face side of the sapphire substrate not laminated
with a nitride semiconductor but not reaching the surface
of the nitride semiconductor, are formed with a blade
rotational speed of 30,000 rpm and of a cutting speed of
3 mm/sec by means of a dicer with the nitride semiconductor
wafer still secured by substituting the laser radiation
portion of the laser beam machine alone with a dicing saw
(not shown)

. The grooves formed by means of the dicer are
provided vertically and horizontally substantially in
parallel with the affected layer 308 and are formed such
that the gap between the bottom surface of the groove
sections 309 and the bottom surface of the sapphire
substrate is substantially uniform at 50 „m. Further, the
dicing saw is substituted with the laser beam machine and
the focal point of the laser beam is aligned with the bottom
surface of the groove sections 309 formed by means of the
dicer. second scribe lines 307 with a depth of
approximately 3 „m are thus formed (Fig. 3 (C, , in the bottom
surface of the groove sections 309 formed in the sapphire
substrate 301 by means of laser radiation.

[0055] The nitride semiconductor wafer is cut and separated
by allowing a load provided by a roller (not shown) to act
along the second scribe lines 307, whereby nitride
semiconductor elements 310 are formed (Fig. 3(D)). There
was barely any chipping of the cut edges of the nitride
semiconductor elements thus formed.
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[0056] The method described in the third embodiment permits

separation of nitride semiconductor elements 310 easily
and accurately along the scribe lines formed by means of
the laser beam by separately forming groove sections 309

that extend from the side of the rear surface of the

sapphire substrate 301 or similar but do not reach the

nitride semiconductor 302. Therefore, a nitride

semiconductor element, whose upper and rear surfaces both
have a uniform shape, can be provided and the product yield
can be improved. Further, the formation of the first and
second scribe lines by means of laser processing can also

be performed after processing with a dicer. Processing
with a dicer can also be executed after the formation of
the first and second scribe lines.

[0057] Because the formation of the scribe lines is

performed by means of a laser beam, costs arising from

variations in the processing accuracy owing to wear and

deterioration of the cutter of the diamond scriber and from

exchanging the blade edge can be reduced. Further, results

similar to those achieved by processing from both sides of
the semiconductor wafer are obtained by processing from
only side of the semiconductor wafer without turning over
the nitride semiconductor wafer. Semiconductor chips of

uniform shape can be fabricated, and the fabrication yield
can be raised and shape variations reduced, and therefore

substitution can be reduced and the number of semiconductor
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chips yielded from the nitride semiconductor wafer can be
raised. In addition, processing waste produced by iaser
processing does not adhere to the surface of the nitride
semiconductor

.

[0058] (Fourth Embodiment) A semiconductor wafer 400, on
which a plurality of island-shaped nitride semiconductors
405 are formed by etching a semiconductor wafer formed as
per the first embodiment until the surface of the boundary
of the sapphire substrate 401 formed with grooves is
exposed from the side of the nitride semiconductor surface
by means of RIE (Reactive Ion Etching,

, is used . Further,
a mask for exposure of pn semiconductors during etching is
formed and removed after the etching process. Further,
electrodes 420 are formed on the pn semiconductor layers
by sputtering. The sapphire substrate 401 of the
semiconductor wafer 400 is provided with a mirror finish
by polishing the sapphire substrate 401 to 100 „m (Fig
4 (A) ) .

C0059] The semiconductor wafer 400 is fixedly placed on a
laser beam machine (not shown) as per the first embodiment,
with the sapphire substrate 401, on which no nitride
semiconductor is laminated, at the top. In the fourth
embodiment, the laser beam of the laser beam machine is
radiated from the side of the sapphire substrate 401 not
formed with the nitride semiconductor 405 of the
semiconductor wafer (400) , the laser optical system (not
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shown) being adjusted so that the focal point is close to
the surface of the surface side of the sapphire substrate
(substrate is pre-exposed) laminated with the nitride
semiconductor 405. First scribe lines 403 with a depth of
approximately 4 „m are formed vertically and horizontally
(Fig. 4 (B)

) in the sapphire substrate 401 by means of laser
scanning.

[0060] Next, by scanning a laser beam after re-adjusting
the laser optical system, groove section 409 that extend
from the side of the sapphire substrate 401 but do not reach
the surface of the nitride semiconductor 405 are formed in
the nitride semiconductor wafer along the first scribe
lines 403. By means of laser scanning after re-adjusting
the laser optical system, second scribe lines with a depth
of approximately 3 „m are formed in the bottom surface of
the grooves (Fig. 4(C)).

[0061] The nitride semiconductor wafer is separated by
allowing a load provided by a roller (not shown) to act
along the scribe lines, whereby nitride semiconductor
elements 410 are formed (Fig. 4(D)).

[0062] When the LED chips, which are the separated nitride
semiconductor elements, are supplied with electrical power,
all the LED chips are capable of emitting light, and a check
of the edges thereof reveals barely any chipping or cracks.
The yield was 98% or more.

[0063] Because the formation of the scribe lines is
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performed by means of a laser beam, costs arising from

variations in the processing accuracy owing to wear and

deterioration of the cutter of the diamond scriber and from

exchanging the blade edge can be reduced. Further, results

similar to those achieved by processing from both sides of

the semiconductor wafer are obtained by processing from

only side of the nitride semiconductor wafer.

Semiconductor elements of uniform shape can be fabricated,

and the fabrication yield can be raised and shape

variations reduced, and, to the same extent, substitution

can be reduced and the number of semiconductor chips

yielded from the nitride semiconductor wafer can be raised.

[0064] (Fifth Embodiment) Except for the use of an excimer

laser instead of the YAG laser radiation of the first

embodiment, the semiconductor wafer is separated to form

LED chips as per the first embodiment. When the

semiconductor wafer is separated as per the first

embodiment, division is possible without turning over the

semiconductor wafer. Further, all the cut edges of the LED

chips thus formed are capable of light emission and have

clean surfaces free of chipping and cracks.

[0065] (Comparative Example 1) Other than scribing being

repeated three times by means of a diamond scriber rather

than by laser processing, the semiconductor wafer is

separated as per the first embodiment. The separated

nitride semiconductor elements of Comparative Example 1
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exhibited partial cracking. Further, the yield was

approximately 84% or less due to splitting. Further, labor

such as turning over the semiconductor wafer was necessary

for the formation of scribe lines and grooves by means of

a dicer in the two sides of the semiconductor wafer, and,

hence, productivity was very poor and the production time

was approximately 1 . 5 times longer

.

[0066]

[Effects of the Invention]

According to the method of fabricating a nitride

semiconductor element of the present invention, the energy

can be concentrated in the neighborhood of the desired

focal point by focusing the laser beam radiated by the laser

source by means of a lens optical system or similar. The

work processing is executed at the focal point at which the

energy concentration is extremely high. More particularly,

the focal point of a laser that has been transmitted by a

nitride semiconductor wafer is utilized. A laser beam,

which is adjusted by means of the optical system, is

radiated onto a nitride semiconductor wafer, which is a

part not requiring division, and processing can be freely

performed on the laser radiation surface of the nitride

semiconductor wafer as far as the surface on the opposite

side of the semiconductor wafer without damaging the

required nitride semiconductor layer.

[0067] Therefore, because the present invention uses
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processing at the desired focal point following

transmission [of the laser beam] by the nitride

semiconductor wafer, the nitride semiconductor wafer need

not be processed from both sides, and it is possible to

obtain the same results as those achieved by processing

from the surface and rear surface of the nitride

semiconductor wafer by means of processing from only one

side. It is therefore possible to further increase the

yield and provide nitride semiconductor elements with

small variations in shape and a fabrication method with

favorable mass-producibility for the nitride

semiconductor elements

.

[0068]

[Brief Description of the drawings]

[Fig. 1] Fig. 1 is a schematic partial cross-sectional view

of the semiconductor-wafer division method according to

the first embodiment of the present invention.

[0069]

[Fig. 2] Fig. 2 is a schematic partial cross-sectional view

of the semiconductor-wafer division method according to

the second embodiment of the present invention.

[0070]

[Fig. 3] Fig. 3 is a schematic partial cross-sectional view

of the semiconductor-wafer division method according to

the third embodiment of the present invention.

[0071]
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[Fig. 4] Fig. 4 is a schematic partial cross-sectional view
of the semiconductor-wafer division method according to
the fourth embodiment of the present invention.

[0072]

[Fig. 5] Fig. 5 is a schematic partial cross-sectional view
of a nitride semiconductor-wafer cutting method, which is
shown for the purpose of a comparison with the present
invention

.

[0073]

[Explanation of the reference symbols]

100, 200, 300, 400: semiconductor wafer

101, 201, 301, 401: substrate

102, 302: nitride semiconductor layer

103, 403: scribe lines formed in the substrate surface
104, 204: groove sections formed in the sapphire substrate
from the surface of the semiconductor layer

205, 405: island-shaped nitride semiconductor layers
206: scribe lines for the affected layer formed within the
substrate

207, 307, 407: scribe lines formed in the bottom surface
of the groove sections

308: scribe lines formed at the boundary between the
semiconductor layer and substrate

309, 409: groove sections formed in the sapphire substrate
HO, 210, 310, 410: nitride semiconductor element
HI, 211, 311, 411: first main surface
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121. 221, 321, 421: second main surface

220, 420: electrode

500: semiconductor wafer

501: substrate

502: nitride semiconductor layer

507
:

scribe lines formed in the bottom surface of the groove
509: groove sections formed in the sapphire substrate
510: nitride semiconductor element
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Translator's Notes

10

1. U<?U • 0nv<7 in line 3 of [0030] should probably

read T4 *? U>? =j ~j >y and has been rendered as such.

2. i*X,l,V^>*A in line 5 of [0037] should

probably read V^P'O^f^I^nvOA and has been

rendered as such.

3. X^7'f^-7'f>104 in the fourth line of [0042]

should probably read ^^7^7* - 7-<yi 03.
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flt^<!0j!fiS*-teJr*5V^TIi, W—!f—tfHmZtlZ*
^flEr^ji^— (ioo)coff 1 <0±S(lll)^^yt//x(4^2
^^^(^DiBS^y^-lr^-^K^^^-f<— N

• 9^>-iss^w«gi5ao4)*^-r

[0 0 19] *^<Ott*«6{wfE«<D^k^^fl:^
^•^SSit^ffitt, 26«(lOl)_k0>—

^(102) ^fig$^fc^«s:r7^N— (100) zmityo^m

feoT, lglSt5^2co±ffi<S:#-t-'5¥^^^>— (1

ffl)^ u—if— SrflBJftL "CSS 2 W^ffi (121) fflfltc* * 9
9-1*^(103) fcigfifc-f-Sifit, »l<E>±fl&(in)

fi!)d»f>^^7^y- 7-^ V(103),kB&^-e*)»9&)S(10

i)*SKgi-5*&(l(M)£)l^*i-.5XS<k, xr^sf
y • 7^>(i03)|c:«ioT^^r>^-(ioo)^8t-r

[0020] &&wcom*ig. 7 \zmsi.<nmm¥-m&m
TFro»i£^{c*jv^Ttt, mn(20A)t>mi<D^.m(.2\\)

[0021] ^m<D^x^8 fcfEfc<z>£fc*&¥*#*

# (302) di^fig$ jxtz [7i/n- (300) *WkM*m-
&m=f- (310) {r^Sd-rsS^^ai^^roSJit^-C'
fcoT. 1 1 2 WiffilrttS ^fl:i?x/N- (3

i: ttfa-fZ% 2 <£>£ffi (321){ffl/4 i f> U—If— LT
&&(30\)<Dmi <r>±ffi(3U)MlZX? y^f 7 7-4^(3
0&)&mf&-tZJL&t. %2<D-£M(32\)W1>^mV&)*
m& (302) Kig L4 1 ^0t«t (309) Sr^^7-fy-7-f>(3

8) Izfc'oX ^=c^- (300) &#8S1-5 Xf§ <fc

05 w^g^rK^jg^iSj^f, i t \z&

[0022] ip*>, *&m<ojjmz£ •?mm^mftm

[00 2 3] ^^x/>-itT 1 LD (laser died
e) tt£zmf&<omk®>*m.#m&xt?*ji'mm±izM

20 y^T—m. nlGaN^ny^^H, nSAIGa
Nco^ 7 s/ KS. n^G a N03t^ KJi, S i Sr K—

nGaNfOgltl, plAl GaNW+tyT'I. pi
G a N<Dyttfs( h'M. piA 1 G a N<E>^ 7 K^St/

25 pSGaNro^V^tChl^aiSixri^
# t?*;l-m&Wt>>ib C02U—If—&f&M
vx&it¥o*mftm t * f^/^«o#ffi{^i^st€

7-4 -s19&¥U iz*V -9—jr ± »j ^ K°*;umfo±\zm$:

*Wwxg{c^^e>ix5^K/£iflrov^TI^5B-t-5 0

[00 24] 2 0 0,
35 300. 4 0 0) IW^^x/n-ioo. 20

0. 300. 4 00tVXii. 1 o 1 ±ir£ifc4&*
j£#l 0 2*s^^ixfct,wc*)5. mtto^mftl 0
2<7?S«l o 1 i:LTI±» t7 7 >(

,7 > x^/K J^-fk

m&2-*tz>tztt>iziiD'7 T s(Tm^ x¥*ji,mmt£ i?

< mfrxmi ^#>*?£mi>m\^mz®< zttttz*
mm*m.m*&m<D-jjizM$.zitx t>&\,* Lmmz

15 M$t5:ttt^5 0

[0025] SftfeJMM* ( I n xG a rA I ,.x.rN.
OSX. O^Y. X + Y^l) IIMOCVDS^HVP

#KPN«<£\ P I N»^, MI S»^M$t5C
;0 t^.t*)^***^^ LTHJffl-t-5r.t:^T-t5 0 ^ig
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£+h Z t i>XZ -5.

[0026] g<b8>¥aj{£f±/^ K=¥-r s/ ffrVdim*

ytyj k. DVD* ifKfijffl u—jf—

1 0 0 2 7 J g«coj?£ i: U—if—AQX^coJtaX
fiS^tB^Jlcii Di*l«t5Ct^t*#5ij: i—if—
izx<o±^\,^m (.mi^m) zm&ny4^-*

—tf-*nxtii 5**if Sr^:# < $-ar-r#*/^^ > t

1 04I2U—!f-KJ:S«L % S^tt^5r#*LT^-^
—^^-f ir*v * 5 izzvm* m&L-tz z t
#-c?#5. ^^\±*}xb<Dii8.3i.<&tt\z£V)W*f8LZ-&Z>

[0 0 2 8] ^k^W^WJl^^fcif^r^TSE

0 0 u mWT^iff£ LV\, 1 0 0 (imWTfc'ify f>-

<*5fcft3o um&,±7im^^\ tit.

«f<^ Sr^ vf-^iftz ¥lz J: •? ^*gfe*i-5 £ 1 1> T-#

y?V V > -5 i <t#
[00 2 9] Kffl<73£fls4&¥3W*:!?^-

<t"?~-5i§-£\ ISt'M 300(jm^?)500/i m»f

«I<^^<^f^SffiroJl^.T- I^i6?>^^5r i:<t*5„ U—if

[0030] ftja. U—»f—#i?#£iXJt£rt;4&¥*<*

<^*^-T-fo-5ADI^S2 0 6. 3 0 8lc/f5i:%xP>

ftlHlSF 1 1— 163403

Stf/XJi^ 2 <0±®<K|cou—if—AOXK^T^ft:
05 (ornmmwp-osru—if

—

aox^-btt t&v \,

[0031] ( u-if-*ox«i) *&m\zm\ ^<btiz> u
-if-ADX«6t LTIi. fcfl^tgWfr^N-aiSMfcpr
ffi/«C«. ADX^Kg/it^s^pjjg^^cx.^uj;
l^o C0 2 u—if— , YAGl/-f-^x

10 drv'-v • U !f—&£*>4»£Fjinwfl?l( ^Jx-So
[0032] U-if-^PXfit^ioTflg^$4x5 l^-if
-12 u-yX7i if(D±^ \z± •}flic J; t) Jw^^S:
ses^-frsr t;j5-e#-5, LtijSot. 1^—^r(6jjj»e><75

w-if-Ji8St{3: J: t) ^*^^-wffi^ro^^lc^-fk
15 <k*<«, *PX3Sfr**ifSrJg

^$it5^i:^-e#5. w-if-w^ltffitt. 7

[0 0 3 3] U—if-iDXffiUciS^:?^^^ • V
20 ^^^l±^-if-^^gg«i:^i&$-erTt>av^

^r-v?r±T, 9 0«Ete& <hr«*Sgi&£-yr5
C i Ic: J: ^fM<75^ ? ^4zf • ^-fy^fSCit

[0034]
[*iSM] (^JteM 1 ) i¥$2 0o^m-efct)a£i^$n
fcif^ri'TSr^Ki: LTMOC VD&SrfiJfflLT^t

ii^lB*J:5#*«i:bTj*«*-arfc. 4-f» 5 1

0ti:*JV>tf^iLTNH
3 (T^=T)

^, TMG (M)^f;^!)^A) # * >J T If

35 *-C-*>-5*^#*3rflt-t-;: tj^j; (3J1$^2 o

[0 0 3 5] TMG^^OgiA^Jlifefc^ SJCS

^ffitOiS^^l 0 5 0*0l^»ff5t5NH3 (T^=
T) TMG^ t K-A'y^xtLtSiH

4

40 * Je>)T#*bLXfomifX$:m-tZ
t\ZS.*) nSn^^ h^<t UKf$|]4^mfflG

[0 0 3 6] stt^ji, -h., *tyr^ro*t$-fr
sxssgw}a*sr8 ooric^L^, mmxxtLx

45 NH, (7^^7) TMG^, TM I (

i3&-fZb\ZjL<9W.£1to3 nm<OT>Y—7\ nGaNi

[0 0 3 7] J£ttS±K?7s> KJi£M/££-fr5fc*Mi»

50 W^£DBgASr^ihLS^B<^i£lS<Sr 10 5 O'CJci*



1 1-1 6 3 4 0 3

ftVltm. Wffltf*. t LTNHj (7^=7)
TMA (h!)^f^7/i'5-'>A) #;* v TMG^,
K-^yh^tUCPiMg (v-^n^V^v^U
-^y*->>7A) ^S0!*^y7^i:Lt > TK^I^Sr

[0038] SSId, &.fc$km<F>'im* 1 0 5 0*Cl;M
^UI^tLTNHj (7^-7) TMG

£#J0. 5pmroGaNl*i^tfc (Ml
(A) ). ($M8, p^gft^¥##Jitt4 0 0<C£JLh

-CT^—/M&SL-Ci>5 0 )

r 5 LT0^$ixfc^tf^^- 1 0 0 &mi£tStltz

mV&l^mW 10 2 ifi±.\zt£Z> J; 9 K±T • fe&<05pffi

^T&llwgililggjBJIg/iT1— ^/wJiir@^:S-Brfc0 u—
If—Itm (»ft3 5 6nm) Srt7r^7Sfil 0 1±
K»fi8*ftfc*ib»iMW*:i 0 2fiKI^5>fi85tL,

^r-C 7lfi 10 1 <DBS>SffiJCfetf «t 5 t~ U—If

—w^t^^Sbfci,, P^LfcU—tf-£ l 6J/c
m2-efi?.^$-fr^^ 5> 7. =r— Z> Z. t \z J; >

t7r^7Sfil O 1 (Ofeffiizmzm 4vm<DX? 9 -f

y • 7-f>l O 3 Sr*6f«|(c:^-r5o Mf&£ix1Z*?7
<4r/ • 9-r>i 0 3ti, ifWift^-iooc

1 0ir&5ij$3 5 0Amfiro^$jrM$-e:Tfc5
(Ell (B) ) .

[0039] U—!f-ilDX*ScD U—1f-fiP.«-gB<D»try— t*jx&z.mm*m&-7^>-<d@

0 t^"fbfe¥^# 1 0 2W±Si^t77-f7SSl O
1 Izm-tzmU 1 0 4 Sr^j5S;i-5„ y-ff— J: t) ^jsS;

£nfcfl?g|51 O 4tt. u—if-fi&H-KJ;(?^££;h,fc*

T¥fTl^fig$^-C*J9. fftgBl 0 4jiEa&<^-»^:7 7-•Y7'

&« ioi M<Dig.ifit<nfflmfis > ioo« m-c-jur^—
KSit*; (Ml (C) ) o

[0040] ^^7Y7"-7^yi0 3i:i&ot,

10*MrtfrtrZ>ZbfrXZ*> (Ell (D) ) „

[oo4ij %nm i -c-tt i

—

if-Tiitmztizmkvo
0 2tfMfc2iXtz*&frV^- l o 0<D*ffi

< i o 2 xrz-y- 7 7^7Sfiio
1 &j&i§Ltz*m&'?^^— 1 0 Oco«ffi(B!l <t/cc51f7
r^f7i«io l/SffiT'*7fc$ixfcu—if-^i!?^^

[0042] ^flt^i/^ 1 0 OWftt^Sft l O

T&iftf>5« i o l Kit-rsftas 1 o 4 Sr?&iH-5 C b
X\ ^giZfi^JEmzx ^7^7-7-l'yi04 l-fDvo
rate******- 1 l o r.£#-c#3.
[0043] ^^7-f7-7-fyi03 e>mf$.&

05 u—if—T-ff5fc*» y-f-f-tv K^^-f^—<o$n

^1 1 O&mm-rzzbtfvimbteQ. 9 £:

B&<7>'<7v*&&Mx'Zz>fr. mz^ mvftz

15 7ifi l o l {Ifl^ffi-C^S-frS/tftlc u—if—{r J;

sam <-r^a^^^ i o 2 -kirft-iiFi-a :t*<

[0044] imi&M2) mmmi kwmizvxm&z
ittz*£%H£$=-^~- \Z % R I E (Reactive Ion Etchin

20 g) iCioT^k^^flc^ffifflSTJ^SJ^Ag^tlSif
7 t<< TWfct (vmftmtmm-tZiiLx*. y^-y^^
WJtoMfcSffcWMMWWi 2 0 5 ^^$njt*^i*!7

25 fc5„ pn#^|l:|i, H2 2 0*i7./<j/

^y^^ffilr±!5^$tvT^-5 (02 (A) ) <,

[0 0 4 5] rw^ft:^^N— 2 0 OSrlS£0!|l t^l

30 "-e>ftft*¥*tt2 0 5{R!l75^fig^L, 1^7?
^7SS2 0 1 c^lSffi^f, 2 0 vm<D-9-?T'<TW$Lfa

tzu—T-ytM*\ 6J/cm2-Ci^Wi(,^r

35 <OM;&1*)WzmiL£Wm 2 0 6 t^5^^9>f ^ • 7^f

>-^J*-T5 (B2 (B) ) .

[0046] W;. tf-3t^^ (^*EI) SrHSL

S2 0l©±l (SYkfe^frrojgfiEffiffld) \zf&\tthZ,

40 ± StrplgLtfu liLfcu-tf—ZmMZSttfrb*
y—V*&m£itZ>zk\zZ:*)^ ^ttV^—izmt
®*mfrmw<r>±MA>b-y--7T'(7m&iizmi-zmu$:
Mf&-tZ>o l&f&£tvfzM&2 0 4li. MTMUm 2 0 6

it7 7-f7l«2 O 1 *-fr\^X*&¥?i\ZT&fcZMXh

820 \±<nmU20A\^ m^<o&mkif-7r^rm
m<n>m.ffit(Dmffifc. mi o o

»

mx\ m$m—\ztj:z>
<t9i:llLt$)5„ 5f>{r. tf—5t^Srp@SL
su M.^t77^7iS2o i\^&rtt>titimn&

50 SJ-^liix-S «t 5 it® L fc. p|g5 Lfc u—if— Sri 4 j
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1 1 - 1 6 3 4 O 3

/ c m*xm9t$ i?*&W} J-ti-^rij;

ffilw^lt P>n3tfltgB 2 O 4 3 u ra<£>* *
7Y7''7Y>20 7 £7gj5£-t--5 (B2 (C) ) .

I O O 4 7 1 m\ ^T, JfcgB (^^MT'-^V) |d»
o -C n—?—\Z J: o TiSfm £• ^{*: ia-
U LEDfy/2 1 0 (gj 2 (D) ) .

[0 04 8] Z o LXM&&tltzLEI>^*,7'izm.Jjt:

mWH 9 li 9 8 %&L±X'i>o feu

[0049] ^ss0fj

2

x-t±¥m#?^-ff>frmwi>>t>

7*^iz%i^xmmzmkto*mi*m*t:&

V-yT^TW&tLX^yi-^ytsixx^^ttib, m

& l < n zt*<m^m^x
v\ fc*s. ±xi^—^-Mu:x'f£<m<^m^y^i)-

[0 0 5 0] U-If-ICioTitgB, 7^ ^ •

z.t tomtit*. am4W£0frjft#>j&R0>/<?y:*.

[0051] se,^, *m&mmi>»(b<Dmn&t> u—

?

[oo52] mmm 3 ) &mm 1 <tmmzlt^$

1 5:8 0,/m*T-WSLTMEtt±lf$^-ci^. Z<D
#*M**:*-'~-*mitm¥mi*3 0 2tfmmzttx\,^£
^t77^7M3 0 1 ffiSr±jr LTHigfiBI 1 <«:^(0

(A) ) .

[oo53] mmm 3 ir*ji ^xa u—^—MJim

05

10

20

25

0) ^©u-ir-^fl^imwfrfra^-a 00Qi

01 mm (m&mtumM) a»e>Hwtu m&&m\&o*
mW3 0 2 tt7 7>f7SS3 0 1 0>*affc*£tfft$ ±

& I'—tf-srfig^H-s r. t ic j: 9 mtm*m& 3 o
2X[Sw#i«Lfct77^i«3 o iwm
'&&^1SUJL 7£WmZ0 8XlbZ)X? ;7^z? -

Kiel 1 ro^ ^ • vi LtMt5 (0 3
(B) ) .

I 0 0 5 4 ] *lr, U~!f-ADX«6co U~!f-flg^tg|j^

fc&3 0, OOOrpm,«H»ii(S3nim/ S ect*S

08 i»WKKtf e>ixar*B 309 (Ojsan bV-^r^T
mm&mb<ommK so u mxat^—iz^^x ? \z

^fig$-fr5„ $t>{c:, tr^ty-siry— f~Minim
b*Jnm^~V-o>M&*y^*-\z*. *>j»&ztiit
«SB 3 0 9 (V&miz-g-io-frZe u—*f—ffi(#iz J: rj

,

75"frs«3 o 1 \zKj&zixfz.mn3 o 9<ojssicai^3 /1m©l2^^ 7'f7-- V3 0 7^fi£i-
S (03 (C) ) „

[0 0 5 5] H2W^ 7-f7"-7'fy3 0 7l:fio

-arfc (03 (D) ) „ Z.?VXtef8.t5tltzmtV>)*mW
**<D$imi%m\z\-t=?-~,^y^ctVNS fcrojiis^

[0056] *J6^J 3 {CfE«^&Ji % V -7 74 Tt£ if

*«3 o imMwt>>t>&tvo¥m#3 o 2izmvt£\,^m
§B 3 0 9 &%mi&fSL-fZ Z. b X\ \s--f-iz± *) Mfc$
ftfc* yz?*?'^^ ^\zm^X^\z^lEm.\zmt
®>*mfrm*3 1 o&&mi-zzbfi'>-*imbti:z 0 b?t

/iib\ f'f-y—izxzMJLcDmz. u~if—Aoxirii
IlM«2«x^ 7^7-. 7^y«JrMt5 ;

izyjv-iz£zMij:&i-zZthT2z 0

[0 0 5 7] *^7-T^ • 9Y^<D^SrU—»f-r-ff

b*i&m-f&z.bfiix>2z>0 s/c. mfc®i*m#
^^-Srt>o< «Jili-ri*<.

30

35

40

45
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teg!3? 1 1-163403

%^^-^h<o^m^ y7<o& 9 ft±$-£*

[oo58] (.M&W4) m&wi tmmizvxm&z
^f-i|£a|{^r^3L^— R I E (Reactive Ion Etchin

7r-frss4 o i ir<7>##®as*m-r53:-e^s/^

^£ii:««©&:|K^t:«>¥3Mfc4 0 5 tl1l*m

6fc*£-fr-tfcS. pn#¥**EKIi, WS4 2

r^ai^— 4 O 0©t7T'f7SK4 OlSrlOO/im
*-CW«U-C^ffitt-blf (04 (A) ) .

[0 0 5 9] ^mft*^^— 4 0 0 Sr^-ft**^***^

<ffl§£1nX^*t\i^7T'(7£«4 O 1 Sr-klrLT^

^{fr?:^— (4 0 0) W^t«9^W*4 0 5#jgj*

$tv"CV«/j:v>-9-7r^T®K4 O lffiffia*»P>R8ML» &

mm<o (^*s«d5ata ^ixjt) «Ei£#u:*§»i*v5<fc

?\zi>—

9

s—ft&lk PF-^m SriBSb. If—

\Zt. Ot7r'f7ifi4 O 1 ^$^4 (imO$l

^?-fy • 7^f :/4 0 3$:«ei»wJ£j*-r5 (04

(B) ) .

[ O 0 6 O ] w—If-Jfe^SrStrSHiU-C u-
1f-tf>£3tirJ:9, fWi*9^-(-t77'f7
£«4 0 iffd>&aMtift¥*{M O 5ffilwgLft^»gB

4 0 9*&1<»7>9 17'(7' • 74>'4 0 3\zfciX]&f8.

£9> 3tS5<Oj£ffi{raiS#?j3 M 2 CO* ^ 7^ ^ •

TW^Sr^i-^ (04 (C) ) .

[00 6 1 ] 7.994^ ' 9-f ^fcf&oT, n—7—

(^F*0) fcJ:9«f«*r*»»t*fl:«i*i»*»3i^—

fStL^b«9^«ff3!l^4 1 0£fl2/££-lt5 (04

(D) ) .

[006 2] dltSlifciMMIMMrttarp-CJb* led
^:/tri§®£*fc£r ^ffi;h,t>%5t^tre*>9. *«>

fcWIilii A/iffc^ofc. 9 l±9 8%W±T'*)o

[0063] * 9 74 7 • 74 ^<OBf&* u—f—xtr

#.?3L^--<Dftmfrbtiif<ntiaJix\ n

[0064] (§6*6^5) 2l*i0«l©YAG W-lF-tf>

05 HMt«>ftfc»!>lwJ.*i^e • U—if— Sr/B^fcEAfl-ttSIJfc

1 £ LT¥3M* &#«LT L ED y

10 ffiti^Tix'b«*^ItBT'S> 9 ^ s>ev^*5y?»4

[oo65] (Jtt&fci 1 ) u-if—Jbnxroftt> 9 *v

ir^^y^i^CTW^fc. »*i#£Ci!£j8 4%«

s6(-t>o< r>iS-T'SifW#MJJs*i*i 9f^H4*5ffit?)XS

20 < *U 1 - 5ffifW«FM^^o3t„

[0 0 6 6]

^t^¥^l*^^N—SrSi§ Ufcu—if—©ji&jSSrfJfli

[006 7] L/oiSo-C. **Wtt^t:«J#«tf

— SrSil Lfc^a©«£-e©;bOX«rfiJffii-3 r i: »d <fc

35 9, S-fk%^(^t7^>">—Srt^ffi(ffl*»bAnX-r-5j^Sds

ftmfrbnfr<o1mj:X'&ittltiltm&'7-^'^—<o&

#^>>iv ^mLm*mtenttv-*<»mm.<r> si ^«ig

40 *S*«*t3rim5.
[00 6 8]

[0©fSS*<cUW]

[an 01 \tt&m<onmm 1 lasifmrntt?^

45 [006 9]

[02] @2l±*«W<oHteW2ir*3tt-5*^^^^
-O^«fe*jSSr^L^^6«)g?^»fffi0T-fc5„

[00 7 0]

[0 3] 0 3ll*5l^<O|llige9 3^tJ»t2.^(t:^^

50 -<D^Sf*i£«r*t7c«*fi<)gB^»fffi0T-*)5„
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[00711
[04] 04tt#*93<a^mK:^*S¥*(*?^

[00 72]

[0 5 ] 0 5 1**3693 1 ifcttwfcO^^SEft****

[00 73]
[flH§-<Dfft91]

100. 200, 30 0. 400 - • • WW**^"
10 1, 201. 3 O 1 . 401 • •

•

1 0 2, 302 • • -£<fc«>¥«#S

1 0 3. 403 • • • m&Mmte.J&&Ztt*9-7'(7

i 04, 204 • • .2mmimzi+-7T4TW5x.

205. 405- • • $&&.ftm*mvm
206 • • .^fim^sfc^*^1^®®^****

[01]

7-T^ •

207, 307. 407 - • • i*SBl£ffiU:J£fi£Lfc;* 9

vAr/ • =7A V
3 08 • • fcWR»»#fc»l*Ufc***-r

05 rf'"7-i^

3 0 9. 4 09 • U-:7T'1'T&«tt:j£fi£UfcifcSB

110. 210, 310, 410 - • •

111, 211, 311, 411 • ' **1 (O^M

10 1 2 1. 2 2 1, 321. 421 • •i2»±il

2 2 0. 4 20 - • • ^Iffi

5 0 0- • • ^m&v^'^—
5 0 1 • • • 2£1K

5 o 2 • • • mm*m&m
is 507 • • 'mm&m^M&.vit*??*? •

509 • • •t7T'fTS«R:^J*Lfc*«
5 1 o • • • mm^mfr**

[02]
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104]

4 0 0

4 0 J

ID)
3 1 0

4 1 0

im5]

(C) -6 0 7
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